
Point and Line Defects: Defects in crystals
0-dimensional: point defects
 - vacancy (missing atom)
 - self-interstitial (extra atom, off lattice site)
 - impurity, substitutional or interstitial
 - antisite defects in ordered alloy
     (e.g., As on Ga site in GaAs)
 - conduction electron or hole in semiconductor
 - complexes formed from above defects
     (e.g., solute-vacancy pair, color center,
              Frenkel pair, Schottky defect, ...)

1-dimensional: line defects
 - dislocation, perfect
 - dislocation, partial
 - boundary dislocation
 - disconnection
 - loop formed by vacancies or
   self-interstitials
 - specialized defect: {311}-Si defects

2-dimensional: planar defects
 - boundary: grain-, twin, interphase
 - antiphase boundary
 - stacking fault

3-dimensional: volumetric defects
 - precipitate
 - void
 - stacking-fault tetrahedron

higher dimensional defects
Our focus: point and line defects, their interaction, and with other



Material properties governed by defects
electronic and transport properties
 - resistivity / conductivity
 - (ion) diffusion
 - photo emission
 - transparency / photoadsorption
 - superconductivity

mechanical properties
 - strength
 - ductility
 - toughness
 - corrosion resistance

structural properties
 - crystal growth
 - grain size
 - recrystallization mechanism
 - phase transformations

Defect properties
structural: where are the atoms, relative to the perfect crystal?
  - short-range (atomic-scale structure) + long-range (far-field elas
electronic: defect states in the band gap? charge state of the defect re
chemical: participation in reactions
scattering: defect interaction with particles (photons, electrons/holes
  - scattering cross-section? cause of contrast in microscopy?
thermodynamic: formation energy/enthalpy/entropy
  - equilibrium (local or global) concentration
  - interaction between defects
  - migration of defects

Primary focus: structural, electronic, thermodynamics properties





Unusual defect structures: Iron

MC Marinica et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 025501 (2012)
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atoms = self-interstitials

di-interstitial structure = 12 self-interstitials + 10 vacancies







Oxide-enhanced diffusion
Injection of self-interstitials and
vacancies affects diffusion

PM Fahey et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 61, 289 (1989)



Oxide-enhanced diffusion

Oxide layer injects
self-interstitials into bulk

4h at 1100 C



Oxide-enhanced diffusion

Nitride layer injects
vacancies into bulk

1h at 1100 C



Cu CRSS vs. dislocation density

adapted from H Weidersich, J. Metals 16, 425 (1964)



Cold work microstructure

single crystal Mo

single crystal Ni

polycrystalline Ti



Effect of repeated cold work

repeated wire-drawing:
raises yield stress
raises tensile stress
lowers ductility


